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Background

• Satellite communications industry undergoing transformation that could significantly disrupt 

and transform fixed and wireless communications networks over the next decade

• 15+ competing satellite Low-Earth Orbit constellations are currently being rolled out globally

• Reliable, ubiquitous coverage, range of throughputs at modest latency rates 30-50ms.

Drivers:

• Insatiable global demand for Internet and other data connectivity

• Demand to connect mobile / out of reach transport systems (maritime, 

aviation, railway, road)

• Miniaturisation of satellite technology

• Satellite launch cost reduction

• Innovative antenna technologies, e.g. electronically-steerable flat panel arrays

• Desire by Governments to bridge the digital divide (rural, remote areas)

• Government and defence communications & geo-positioning.

Picture credit: AAC Clyde Space Epic 3u Cubesat

• Covid-19 recovery 

through innovation?
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Pioneering Satellite Connectivity for Rail

It is important to acknowledge the pioneering work in satellite connectivity for rail:

• Icomera satellite for passenger WiFi (GNER, 2006-2010?)

• 3InSat Project (ESA, Hitachi, RFI, DB Netz, 2012-2016)

• Roy Hill Australian private mining railway

• SIL4 train localisation via GNSS

• Bearer independent train control over satcoms & 3G/4G

• Indra Satellite Broadband System

• Nomad Digital Broadreach WiFi trials

• Modern gateways (e.g. R5001) are satcoms-capable

Photo Credits clockwise from top: 

3InSat, Indra, ESA, LNER
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Some railway telecoms use cases include:

• Onboard

• Passenger Broadband Connectivity

• Customer Information, Communications and Surveillance Systems

• Retail Point of Sales Systems

• Rolling Stock Condition Monitoring and Diagnostics

• Location Services (for safety and logistics)

• Operational Voice Communications Systems (e.g. GSM-R successor)

• Operational Train Control Systems.

• Trackside

• Level Crossing Safety

• Remote Condition Monitoring of Assets (Intelligent Infrastructure)

• Workforce Communications and Safety

• Emergency and Secure Telecommunications Services

• Operational Telecoms Connectivity

• Station Connectivity.

Railway Satellite Applications

Picture credit: AAC Clyde Space Epic 6u Cubesat
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Satellite Connectivity Application Domains

Narrowband 

Communications

Ops | Maintenance | Retail 

Moving Trains and 

Fixed Infrastructure 

(Trackside)

IoT Sensor 

Communications

Maintenance | Operations

Fixed Infrastructure 

(Trackside)

Broadband 

Communications

Passenger | Retail | Maint | Ops 

Moving Trains and 

Fixed Infrastructure 

(Buildings)

Characterised by:
• High throughput

• Multi-bearer integration or 

interoperability (satcom & terr)

• Modest system reliability

• Good mobility coverage 

[satellite union. terrestrial].

Characterised by:
• Modest throughput ~1Mbps

• Multi-bearer integration or 

interoperability (satcom & terr)

• Ultra system reliability ~100%

• Ultra-high mobility coverage 

[satellite union. Terrestrial].

Characterised by:
• Low or bursty throughput

• Standalone – no terrestrial 

wireless integration

• Good reliability

• Mobility coverage n/a

• Low power / ultra-long field life.



Converging Wireless Networks
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ETSI FRMCS Systems Architecture

Future Rail Mobile Communication System

ETSI TR 103 459 

Excellent forthcoming work

being developed under ETSI

and with UIC FRMCS Telecom

On-Board Architecture (TOBA)

Working Group

Potential technical realisation of the FRMCS system 

involving satellite-based connectivity

Section to be populated in final version.
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Modern satellite communications can likely deliver a step-change for communications 

connectivity over the next 10 years+ with:

• Global coverage

• High reliability

• Low latency

• Competitive service-provider market

• Diverse service offerings/SLA’s (broadband, narrowband, IoT, enterprise vs. domestic)

• Lowering costs per Gigabyte.

It is important to for us to investigate how this new capability could improve the 

performance, safety and efficiency of the railway system.

Therefore Network Rail aims to support, catalyse, develop, accelerate and integrate 

technology that provides appropriate data connectivity to trains and trackside infrastructure.

We continue to be engaged in a broad and open stakeholder outreach to understand the 

technology, industry trajectory, uses cases and to develop connections, partnerships and 

collaborations to take forward project work as deemed appropriate. 

Please get in touch! robert.gardner2@networkrail.co.uk

Conclusion

mailto:robert.gardner2@networkrail.co.uk
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Developing Relationships

5G3i Ltd

A selection of the colleagues, partners and potential partners we have been talking to:

Please get in touch! robert.gardner2@networkrail.co.uk
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